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**Stopping Doctors From Killing Themselves**

Dr. Pamela Wible compiled private letters and last words from unhappy physicians in a book called, “Physician Suicide Letters.” Dr. Wible says of her own practice, “After a decade of seven-minute visits at assembly-line clinics, I was nothing more than a factory worker.”

She says more than one million Americans lose their doctors to suicide each year. Both doctors she dated in medical school died by suicide. Eight doctors in her little Oregon town killed themselves. She suggests one of the ways to help stop the suicides is by ending assembly-line medicine. Tell your doctor to join the Wedge of Health Freedom and take back the joy of being a doctor. Go to jointthewedge.com

“The scary reason 1 million Americans can never see their doctors again,” Pamela Wible, M.D., QUARTZ, January 25, 2016.